The manufacturing sector shows several levels of development across Canada based on local markets. The most significant and sophisticated hubs for manufacturing are in Ontario and Quebec. Primarily developed to support the automotive, aerospace, telecom and pharmaceutical industries, these hubs boast clean and safe facilities, and many of the manufacturing companies employ world-class sophisticated and/or large-scale equipment in their processes and facilities.

Opportunities
U.S. companies have the ability to leverage these capabilities to reduce costs. Cost structures may allow for increased margins without compromising production quality. Time zone alignments and ease of transport can be a significant advantage for U.S. firms with Canadian manufacturing centers. An acquisition or joint venture/alliance with a Canadian manufacturer could also open a large market north of the border to the U.S. firms.

Challenges
Union dynamics may be the most important challenge to entering the Canadian manufacturing sector. While not necessarily different from those in the U.S. at the high level, the dynamics on the ground exhibit substantial differences, including certifications, safety and labor regulations. Labor relations have been generally positive in recent years, and work disruption due to strikes and lockouts is uncommon. Canada has a large sophisticated and skilled workforce with more than two-thirds of the adult population holding post-secondary credentials. The national unemployment rate is currently 6.8% and stable, with variations among provinces running between 5.9% and 12%.¹

Although Canada offers opportunity in most industries, there are some that have unique and specific potential today. Similarities between industries across the border, foreign exchange advantages and simply the growth potential of each sector within Canada are among them.

In this article, we examine the potential of Canada’s manufacturing sector for cross-border commerce.
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